
 

  





YES! THE UNIVERSE CAN BE YOURS FOR
LESS THAN 3O ALTAIRIAN DOLLARS PER DAY!
BLACK HOLES. SAVAGE ALIEN WARRIOR
TRIBES. Welfare planets ruled by dry-clean-
ing establishments, where even the most
basic of human necessities are provided for
a day late and with too much starch. Face it,
the Universe is NO PLACE TO TRY AND
HAVE A GOOD TIME.

Unless, that is, you're the proud owner
of that wholly remarkable object, The Hitch-
hikers Guide to the Galaxy!

Within the million-plus pages of The
Guide, which in many corners of the Galaxy
has already supplanted the Encyciopedia

Gaiactica as the standard repository of all
knowledge and wisdom, you'll find EVERY-
THING YOU NEED TO KNOW about the
Universe, from the utmost trivia to the most
vital information pertaining to your health
and well-being. WE UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEE it will teach you how to survive
and even ENJOY THE UNIVERSE-ALL
ON ONLY 30 ALTAIRIAN DOLLARS PER
DAY!* Just take a peek at this mere sample
of The Guides MILLIONS OF USES and,
like so many other satisfied customers, you'll
be convinced that this is truly THE MOST
WHOLLY REMARKABLE ITEM YOU‘LL
EVER BUY!
PLANNING A HONEYMOON‘? Let The
Guide show you how to get the best rates
and accommodations on exclusive vacation
paradises like Vortaqua, planet of the Heart-

Shaped Hot Tub Lakes!
TRIVIA BUFF? The Guide has

all the answers, as well as
most of the questions. For

example: What titles
comprise Oolon

Colluphid’s trilogy
of philosophical

blockbusters?

Answer: Where God Went Wrong, Some More
of God ’s Greatest Mistakes and Who is This
God Person, Anyway?
CONVENTION COMING UP? The Guide
knows where to find all the swankiest hotels,
the trendiest restaurants, the swingingest
nightclubs, the friendliest escort services
and the cheapest duty-free shops in which to
buy gifts for appeasing one‘s family and
conscience!
NEED HELP FAST? In a flash, The Guide
can supply you with such useful tidbits of
information as: how to tell your Aunt Clara

from a Seven-Stomached Gorba Plant; what
to do if Aunt Clara has been devoured by a
Seven-Stomached Gorba Plant; how to
perform the Heimlich Maneuver on a Seven-
Stomached Gorba Plant, and much,
much more!

“CID Altairian Dollars Per Day s an estimated figure and is provided
strictly tor purposes oi comparison Actual expenses rnay be higher "
In tact, were sure cit it. Guile frankly, it you're not aosolutely prepared
to lie. cheat. steal your food. pass rubber checks to unsuspecting hotel
clerks, hoodwinl-i customs officials. forge passports entitling you to diplo-
matic immuni utilize bo us student andior elderly identification cardsty. g " .
to get yourself into tourist attractions at reduced rates, still everyone
possible on lips and otherwise rnake a mockery cit Intergalactic Law, iust
about the only way you're going to get by on 30 Altairians per client
is by staying home and camping out in your own backyard



AND THAT’S NOT ALL!
The Guide is more than a super travelogue or an incredible answer machine—it’s a lovely ii
addition to any backpack or suitcase that fits in perfectly with every decor. It comes in a _.:
wrinkle—proof, scratch-resistant plastic cover with THE LOOK AND FEEL OF REAL VINYL,
handsomely inscribed with the words DON’T PANIC in large, friendly letters. And talk about ;
handy—The Mark IV version of The Guide has MORE OPTIONS THAN A 20-ARMED I
HRUGMUS HAS HANGNAILS! Just look what you can get...
73-FUNCTION POCKET CALCULATOR OP-
TION lets you solve equations that have baffled
mathematicians for eons, such as how to travel
faster than the speed of light without losing
your luggage.

CUSTOM CHRONOMETER displays year,
month, day and date, to within a fraction of a
sluub in civilian time and military time and Happy
HourTime for the nearest pub in the Galaxy.

TAN-O-MATIC REFERENCE TABLE
tells you the exact coordinates of all the best
beaches, the most up-to-date fashion tips on
polarized eyewear and reflectors, the precise
length of time you can sunbathe before your
friends have to carry you home in an urn, and
the appropriate level of sunscreen to wear in
case of a supernova.

SIRIUS CYBERNETICS BAROMEiTERl
NEO-DESCARTIAN RELATIVE TRUTH
MONITOR indicates temperature, barometric
pressure, high tide, low tide, wind direction and
velocity, prevailing weather conditions, amount
of precipitation in the last 1,000 sluubs and
whether you're actually experiencing any of it or
are simply being deceived by your imperfect
senses.

SALAD-SLASHERIFOOD PROCESSORT
LEMON ZESTER ATTACHMENT slices, dices,
chops and bludgeons even the most rubbery
fruit or vegetable in seconds!
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BUT WAIT . . . THERE’S MORE!
Now for a LIMITED TIME ONLY when you RUSH your Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy order
to Megadodo Publications, you’ll also get as our SPECIAL GIFT to you ENOUGH THROW-
IN ITEMS T0 FILL AN ATTIC! So act now and receive all these fabulous bonuses!

f _

FF: Goes anywhere—under the bed.
behind the commode, at the bottom of your
pocket, inside your navel!
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Perfect for those
times when your planet is being bombarded by laser beams. your
toaster starts talking to you and traces of radioactivity are discovered
in your breakfast cereal!

.lOO JANTA 200
SUPER-CHROMATIC

PERIL-SENSITIVE SUNGLASSES=***i'
You'll look cool and stay cool even when attending a Vogon poetry reading!

NO TEA: Just like the tea
" professional hitchhikers don't carry! me

farimch

411$”s 0:MICROSCOPIC it P4¢F:fg°Ic itSPACE FLEET: -- T
Just the thing for attacking
microscopic civilizations. ' w
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“J:Not recommended lordr v no '

-—-T:-r,_h>\‘, HOWMUCH wou|.o T ..
YOU PAY NOW?ONE HUNDREDALTAIRIAN DOLLARS?
TWO HUNDRED? THREE HUNDRED?!



JUST DA59.99!
Thais right! RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW and receive The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
ai_'i_d the luff E the destruct orders Q1 the Don't Panicl button _a__i_ig_ the sunglasses the_ __ . and
space fleet Qt no tea ALL FOR THE INCREDIBLY LOW, LOW PRICE OF JUST DA59.99!

To save c.o.d., handling charges and Imperial Galactic Government delivery service
duties, PHONE IN YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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OPERATORSARE STANDING BY!
Call 1-555-55-5-55555-555-5555.

On Ursa Minor Beta, dial
1-5-555-55-55555-555-5555, ext. 5.

MAKE THATCALL TODAY!
THIS OFFER NOTAVAILABLE IN ANY STORE!““"

“" Except Deluxe Ci Mat. Chain-D-Ftama, Clwangs Drive In Asteroid Tawory Merchandise King House of Hemainders Liquidator s Clearinghouse.
MislerTawdry Galaxy o' Tawciry Merchandise Tawdry Merchandise n Such tATawdry Sales Bi Service Ye Olde Tawdry Merchandise Shoppe and
lvlagalvtart outlets throughout the Universe
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Instruction Manual for
THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE
TO THE GALAXY
Don’t Panic!

Relax, because everything you need to know
about playing THE HlTCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO
THE GALAXY is contained in the pages of this
manual. In this story, you will be Arthur Dent, a
rather ordinary earth creature who gets swept up in
a whirlwind of interstellar adventures almost beyond
comprehension. As the story begins, bulldozers are
waiting to reduce your house to nibble to make way
for a motorway bypass. While you attempt to deal
with this problem, your rather strange friend Ford
Prefect drops by to tell you that the Earth is about to
be demolished to make way for an interstellar bypass!
If you survive this double threat, you'll embark on a
series of inter-galactic misadventures even funnier
than your worst nightmares! And, because anything
is possible inTHE HlTCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO
THE GALAXY, vou mav soon not even be sure
of your own ideniity! '

If you're experienced with lnfocoms interactive
fiction, you may not feel like reading the entire man-
ual. However, you should at least read the appen-
dices of important commands (on page 18) and
recognized verbs (on page 19). The sample tran-
script, on page 21, will give you ideas for some of
the weird things you can do in HITCHHIKER'S.

A special note for people who have read the book
TI-IE HITCI-IHIKER'S GUIDE TOTHE GALAXY:
Although the opening of the game is fairly similar
to the book, the story quickly diverges, with lots of
new material and different twists. Farniliarity with the
story may make a few of the early puzzles easier, but
if you rely too heavily on this previous knowledge,
you will certainly befuddle yotuself.

Table of Contents
An Overview
I What is interactive fiction?
' Moving around
' Turns and scoring
Tips for Novices
Nine useful pointers about interactive
fiction.
Commtuiicating with HITCHHIKER’S
' Basic sentences
I Complex sentences
' Talking to characters in the story
' Vocabulary limitations
Starting and Stopping
' Starting HITCHHIKER'S
("Booting Up")
' Saving and restoring
' Quitting and restarting
Appendix A: Quick Reference Guide
This is a brief summary of the most
important things to know about inter-
active fiction. It is VITAL to know all
these things before you begin playing.
Appendix B: Important Commands
Appendix C: Some Recognized Verbs
Appendix D: HITCI-II-IlKER'S Complaints
Appendix E: Sample Transcript and Map
Appendix F: We're Never Satisfied
Appendix G: If You Have Technical Problems
Appendix H: Author Biographies
Appendix I: Copyright and Warraiity

Information

Page 12

13

14

16

17

I3
19
20
21
24
24
25

25
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An Overview
Interactive fiction is a story in which you are the main
character. Your own thinking and imagination deter-
mine the actions of that character and guide the
story from start to finish.

Each work of interactive fiction, such as HITCH-
HlKER'S, presents you with a series of locations,
items, characters, and events. You can interact with
these in a variety of ways.

To move from place to place, type the direction
you want to go. When you find yourself in a new loca-
tion, it's a good idea to become familiar with your
surroundings by exploring the nearby rooms and
reading each description carefully. (You may notice
that HITCI-lHIKER’S occasionally refers to a loca-
tion as a even if you are outdoors.) As you
explore, it is helpful to make a map of the geography.
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An important element of interactive fiction is
puzzle-solving. You should think of a locked door or
a ferocious beast not as a permanent obstacle, but
merely as a puzzle to be tackled. Solving puzzles will
frequently involve bringing a certain item with you
and then using it in the proper way.

In HI'ICHHIKER’S, time passes only in response
to your input. You might imagine a clock that ticks
once for each sentence you type. and the story pro-
gresses only at each tick. Nothing happens until you
type a sentence and press the RETURN (or ENTER)
key, so you can plan your turns as slowly and care-
fully as you want.

To measure yo1.u' progress, HITCHHIKER’S
keeps track of your score. You may get points for
solving puzzles, performing certain actions, or visit-
ing certain locations. Keeping track of what actions
increase your score will help you learn what the goal
of the story is.



Tips for Novices
1. Draw a map. It should include each location, the
directions connecting it to other locations. and any
interesting objects there. (See the small sample map
that goes along with the sample transcript on page
21.) Note that there are 10 possible directions, plus
lN and OUT.
2. Most objects that you can pick up are important
for solving one or more of the puzzles you'll run into
in the story.
3. Save your place often. That way, if you get "killed"
or hopelessly mucked up, you won't have to start
over from the begnning. See page 16 for instructions
4. Read the story carefully. There are often clues in
the descriptions of locations and objects, as well as in
labels, engravings, books, and so on. Even strange
or dangerous actions may provide clues, and might
prove to be hm! You can always save your position
first if you want. Here's a silly example:
:=- GIVE THE TARNISHED COIN TO THE USHER
The usher looks unimpressed, and begins lending you
toworcl the lost row of the theatre.
You've just learned there is something (such as the
crisp bill) which might convince the usher to give you
a front row seat . . . perhaps even a front row seat
next to Queen Isameera and her dreadfully expen-
sive and easy-to-steal diamond-studded tiara.

5. Unlike other "adventure games" that you may
have played, there are many possible routes to the
end of HITCHHIKEFFS. Some puzzles have more
than one solution; others don't need to be solved at
ail. Sometimes you will have to solve one puzzle in
order to obtain the item(s) or information you need
to solve another.
6. You may find it helpful to play HITCI-lHIKER'S
with another person. Different people may find
different puzzles easy and often complement each
other.
71 If you get really stuck, you can order a hint booklet
and a complete map using the order form in your
package. You don't need this booklet to enjoy the
story, but it will make solving HITCHHIKER'S
easier.
8. Read the sample transcript on page 21 to get a feel
for how interactive fiction works.
9. You can word a command in many different ways.
For example, to put on the dressing gown, you could
use any of the following:
3:» PUT ON THE GOWN.
3- WEAR THE TATTY DRESSING GOWN.
2:» DON GOWN.
in fact, if the gown is the only article of clothing
present, just typing WEAR is enough, since HITCH-
HlKER'S will assume you mean the gown. But more
about that in the next section . . . .

Instruction Manual 13



Communicating with HITCI-lHlKER’S
In I-IITCHI-lIKER'S, you type your sentence in plain
En ' h each time u see the rom 2- . HITCH-Pfi _ yo _ P pt ( ) _

R S usually acts as if your sentence begins
"I want to . . . although you shouldn't actually type
those words. You can use words like "THE" if you
want, and ou can use capital letters if you want;
HITCH]-lIKER'S doesn't care either way.

When you finish typing a sentence, press the
RETURN (or ENTER) key. Hl'I‘CHl-IIKER'S will re-
spond by telling you whether yotu' request is possible
at this point in the story and what happened as a
result.

HITCHHlKER'S recognizes your words by
their first six letters, and all subsequent letters are
ignored. Therefore, BULLDOQ, BULLDOgs,
BU LLDOzer. and BULLDOckpokinghom (a small town
in Dockpokinghamshire) would all be treated as
the same word by I-lITCHHlKER'S.

To move around, just type the desired direction.
You can use the eight compass directions: NORTH,
SOUTH, EAST, WEST, NORTH EAST, NORTHWEST.
SOUTH EAST, and SOUTHWEST. You can abbreviate
these to N, 5, E, W, NE, NW, SE, and SW, respec-
tively. You can use UP (or U) and DOWN (or D). IN
and OUT will also work in certain places. On board a
ship, you'll want to use the directions PORT (or P),
STARBOARD (or SB), FORE (or F), and AFT.
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HITCH!-lIKER'S understands many different
kinds of sentences. I-lere are some examples. (Note
that some of these items do not actually appear in
HITCHH[KER'S.)
:> WALK NORTH
:- DOWN
2- NE
2- GO AFT
2-» U
::-TAKE BOX
:- PICK UP THE CARDBOARD BOX
:> DROP IT
> PUSH THE BUTTON
> OPEN THE AIRLOCK DOOR
:.-- EXAMINE THE PRESSURE SUIT
:> LOOK UNDER THE TABLE
:> ENJOY THE RHODODENDRON BUSH
:- SHOOT THE BEAST WITH THE PEA SHOOTER
::> ATTACK THE BUREAUCRAT WITH THE COURTORDER
:> PUT THE BANANA PEEL IN FRONT OF THE BEGGAR

You can use multiple objects with certain verbs if
you separate them by the word AND or by a comma.
Some examples:
1':-TAKE PENCIL, PAPER, STAMP
:=- DROP THE MAR. THE FORK, ANDTHE THERMO-

NUCLEAR WEAPON
3- PUT THE EGGS AND THE BACON IN THE

FRYING PAN
32- GIVE THE SHINY PEN NY AND THE TARNISHED

PENNY TO THE MONKEY
The word ALL refers to every visible object except
those inside something else. If there were an apple
on the ground and an orange inside a cabinet, TAKE
ALL would take the apple but not the orange.
:1-TAKE ALL
3- TAKE ALL STAMPS
::-TAKE ALLTHE STAMPS EXCEPT THE RED STAMP
2- TAKE ALL FROM THE DESK
1> GIVE ALL BUT THE PENCILTO THE ROBOT
:> DROPALL EXCEPT THE PEA SHOOTER



You can include several sentences in one input
line if you separate them by the word THEN or by a
period. (Note that each sentence will still count as a
turn.) You don't need a period at the end of the input
line. For example, you could type all of the following
at once, before pressing the RETURN (or ENTER)
key:
3- EAST. TAKE THE GUN THEN PUT THE BULLET IN IT.

SHOOT GERTRUDE
If HITCHHIKER'S doesn't understand one of the
sentences on your input line, or if something unusual
happens, it will iglore the rest of your input line (see
“HITCHHIKER'S Complaints" on page 20).

There are three kinds of questions that HITCH-
l{lKER'S understands: WHAT. WHERE, and WHO.
Here are examples that you can try in HITCH-
I-[[KER'S:
3- WHAT IS ADVANCED TEA SU BSTITUTE?
3- WHERE IS THE TOWEL?
3- WHO IS ZAPHOD BEEBLEBROK?

You will meet other people and creatures in
HITCHHlKER'S. You can to some of these
beings by typing their name, then a comma, then
whatever you want them to do. Here are some
examples:
2- BARTENDER, GIVE ME A BEER
:-> FORD, OPEN THE SATCHEL
2- CAPTAIN, WHAT ABOUT THE METEOR HOLE?
3- FRED, TAKE THE TOWELTHEN FOLLOW ME
3- MARVIN, KILL THE ALIEN. ENTER THE CLOSET
Notice that in the last two examples, you are giving
a person more than one command on the same
input line.

You can use quotation marks to answer a question,
say something “out loud," or type something on a
keyboard. For example:
3- SAY "HELLO"
3- ANSWER “ZEKE FITZBERRY”
3- TYPE "LOGOUT"

HlTCHHIKER'S tries to guess what you really
mean when you don't give enough information. For
example. if you say that you want to do something.
but not what you want to do it to or with, HITCH-
I-l]KER'S will sometimes decide that there is only
one possible object that you could mean. When it
does so, it will tell you. For example:
3- SHOOT THE DOGGIE
(with the ray gun}
The cute little doggie is incineroted.
or
:> GIVE TH E TOWEL
(to the hitchhiker)
The hitchhiker noturolly olreody hos o towel, but thonks
you politely tor your otter.

If your sentence is ambiguous, I-IITCHHIKEIFS
will ask what you really mean. You can answer most
of these questions briefly by supplying the missing
information, rather than typing the entire input
again. You can do this only at the very next prompt.
Some examples:
3- CUT TH E BREAD
Whot do you wont to cut the breod with?
3-THE KNIFE
The brood is stole to the point of being petrified.
01'

3- KILL THE FLY WITH THE AXE
Which oxe do you meon, the teensy cute or the atomic-
powered supersonic planet-smoshin-g cute?
3- TEENSY
The Ry expires.

HlTCHHlKER'S uses many words in its descrip-
tions that it will not recognize in your sentences. For
example, you might read, "Disgusting gobs of yellow
goo ooze out of the monster's elbows." However. if
HITCHHlKER'S doesn't recognize the words GOO
or ELBOWS in your input, you can assume that they
are not important to your completion of the story,
except to provide you with a more vivid description
of where you are or what is going on. HITCH-
HIKER'S recognizes over B00 words, nearl all that
you are likely to use in yotu' sentences. If HKl‘CH-
HIKER'S doesn't know a word you used, or any of
its common synonyms, you are almost certainly
trying something that is not important in continuing
the story.
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Starting and Stopping
Starting the Story: Now that you know what to
expect when you venture into HITCHHIKER'S,
it's time for you to "boot" your disk. To load HITCH-
HIKER'S, follow the instmctions on the Reference
Card in your package.

Following the copyright notice and the release
number of the story, you will see the opening
message.

Here are a couple of quick exercises to help
you get accustomed to interacting with HITCH-
HIKER'S. Try the following command first:
:>-TU RN ON THE LIGHT
Then press the RETURN (or ENTER) key. HITCH-
HlKER'S will respond with:
Good stort to the doy. Pity it's going to be the worst one
of your lite. The light is now on.
You will also now see the description of the Bed-
room, the opening location of the story. Next try:
3- TAKE THE TATTY DRESSING GOWN
After you press the RETURN (or ENTER) key,
Hl'DCHHlK.ER'S will respond:
You con't reoch it from the bed. The effort of reoching is
olmost too much tor you to stcmd.
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Saving and Restoring." it will probably take you many
days to complete HITCHI-TlKER'S. Using the SAVE
feature, you can continue at a later time without
having to start over from the beginning, just as you
can place a bookmark in a book you are reading.
SAVE puts a "snapshot" of your place in the story
onto another disk. If you are a cautious player, you
may want to save your place before (or after) trying
something dangerous or tricky. That way, you can go
back to that position later, even if you have gotten
lost or "killed" since then.

To save your place in the story, type SAVE at the
prompt (:=- ), and then follow the instructions for
saving and restoring on your Reference Card. Some
systems require a blank disk, initialized and formatted,
for saves. Using a disk with data on it (not counting
other HITCHHIKER'S saves) may result in the loss
of that data, depending on what kind of computer
you have.

You can restore a saved position any time you
want. To do so, type RESTORE at the prompt (:-),
and follow the instructions on your Reference Card.
You can then continue the story from the point
where you used the SAVE command. You can type
LOOK for a description of where you are.
Quitting and Restarting.‘ If you want to start over
from the beginning, type RESTART. (This is usually
faster than re-booting.) Just to make sure, HITCH-
HIKER'S will ask if you really want to start over. If
you do, type Y or YES.

If you want to stop entirely, type QUIT. Once
again, I-lITCHHIKER'S will ask if this is really what
you want to do.

Remember when you RESTART or QUIT: if you
want to be able to return to your current position,
you must first do a SAVE.



 

Appendix A
Quick Reference Guide
1. To start the story (“bootlt1(p"), see the separate
Reference Card in yotu' l-ll HHlKER'S package.
2. When you see the prompt (:.>) on your screen,
HITCI-ll-lIKER'S is waiting for your input. There are
low" kinds of sentences or commands that HITCH-
HIKER'S understands:

A. Direction commands: To move from place to
place, just type the direction you want to go: N (or
NORTH), E, S, W, NE, SE, NW, SW, U (or UP),
D, IN. OUT, P (or PORT). SB, F. AFl'.
B. Actions: Just type whatever you want to do.
Some examples: READ THE BOOK or OPEN THE
DOOR or LOOK THROUGH THE WINDOW.
Once you're familiar with simple commands, you'll
want to use more complex ones as described in
"Communicating with HITC]-ll-IlKER'S" on
page 14.
C. Commands given to people: To talk to charac-
ters in the story, type their name, then a comma,
then what you want to say to them. For example:
RALPH, GIVE ME THE WELDING TORCH or
YOUNG MAN. GOWEST.
D. Special one-word commands such as INVEN-
TORY or DIAGNOSE: A list of these appears in the
“Important Commands" appendix on page 18.

3. Important! After typing your sentence or com-
mand, you must press the RETURN (or ENTER) key
before HITCH]-llKER'S will respond.
4. On most computers, your screen will have a spe-
cial line called the status line. it tells you the name of
your current location, your score. and the number of
turns you have taken.
5. You can pick up and carry many of the items you'll
find in the story. For example, if you type TAKE THE
SPOON, you will be carrying it. Type INVENTORY to
find out what you have.
6. When you want to stop playing, save your place for
later, or start over, read the "Starting and Stopping"
section on page 16.
2 If you have trouble playing, refer to the specific
section of the manual for more detailed instructions.
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Appendix B
Important Commands
There are a number of one-word commands which
you can type instead of a sentence. You can use them
over and over as needed. Some count as a tum,
others do not. Type the command after the prompt
(1:-) and press the RETURN (or ENTER) key.
AGAIN--I-IITCI-lHlKER'S will usually respond as if
you had repeated your previous sentence. Among
the cases where AGAIN will not work is if you were
just talking to another character. You can abbreviate
AGAIN to G.
BRIEF-This tells I-lITCHHIKER'S to give you the
full description of a location only the first time you
enter it. On subsequent visits, I-IlTCHHlKER'S will
tell you only the name of the location and the objects
present. This is how I-lI'I'CHHlKER'S will normally
act, unless you tell it otherwise using the VER BOSE
or SUPERBRIEF commands.
DIAGNO$E—HITCHHIKER'S will give you a brief
medical report of your physical condition.
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FOO'l'NOTE—0ccasionally, the text in HITCH-
HIKER'S will mention the existence of a footnote. To
read the footnote, simply type FOOTNOTE followed
by the appropriate footnote number (for example,
FOOTNOTE 7). This will not count as a turn.
lNVENTORY—HI'l‘CHHIKER'S will list what you
have. You can abbreviate INVENTORY to I.
LOOK—This tells I-l1TCHHIKER'S to describe
your location in full detail. You can abbreviate LOOK
to L.
QUIT —This lets you stop. If you want to save your
position before quitting, follow the instructions in the
“Starting and Stopping" section on page 16. You can
abbreviate QUIT to Q.
RES'l'ART—This stops the story and starts it over
from the beginning.
RESTORE—This restores a saved position made
using the SAVE command. See “Starting and Stop-
ping" on page 16 for more details.
SAVE-This makes a "snapshot" of your current
position onto your storage disk. You can return to a
saved position in the future using the RESTORE com-
mand. See “Starting and Stopping" on page 16 for
more details.
SCORE—HITCHHIKER'S will show your current
score and the number of turns you have taken.



SCRlPT—This command tells your printer to begn
making a transcript of the story as you go along. A
transcript may aid your memory but is not neces-
sary. It will work only on certain computers; read
your Reference Card for details.
SUPERBRlEF—This commands HITCHI-IIKER'S to
display only the name of a place you have entered,
even if you have never been there before. In this
mode, HITCHHIKEI-2'8 will not even mention which
objects are present. Of cotuse, you can always get a
description of your location, and the items there, by
typing LOOK. In SUPERBRIEF mode, the blank line
between turns will be eliminated. This mode is
meant for players who already know their way
around. Also see VERBOSE and BRIEF.
UNSCRIPT-—This commands your printer to stop
making a transcript.
VERBOSE-This tells HlTCHHlKER'S that you
want a complete description of each location, and the
objects in it, every time you enter a location, even
if you've been there before. Also see BRIEF and
SUPERBRIEF.
VERSION—HlTCHHIKER'S responds by showing
you the release number and the serial number of
your copy of the story. Please include this informa-
tion if you ever report a "bug."
WAlT—This will cause time in the story to pass.
Normally, between turns, nothing happens in the
story. You could leave your computer, have a snack,
take a walk around the block, hitchhike to Procyon
VII, spend fourteen years working in the slime pits,
and return to find that nothing has changed. You can
use WAIT to make time pass in the story without
doing anything. For example, if you encounter an
alien being, you could WAIT to see what it will do.
Or, if you are in a moving vehicle, you could WAIT to
see where it will go. You can abbreviate WAIT to Z.

Appendix C
Some Recognized Verbs
These are only some of the verbs that HITCH-
HlKER'S tuiderstands. There are many more. Re-
member that you can use a variety of prepositions
with them. For example, LOOK can become LOOK
INSIDE, LOOK BEHIND, LOOK UNDER, LOOK
THROUGH, LOOK AT, and so on.
ANSWER ENJOY
APPROACH ENTER
ASK ESCAPE
BLOCK EXAMIN E
BUY EXIT

FILLCARVE
CLIMB FIND
CLOSE FOLLOW
CONNECT GIVE
CONSULT HANG
COVER HIDE
DANGLE JUMP
DESTROY KILL
DRINK KNOCK

LIEDROP

LIGHT
LISTEN
LOOK
MOVE
PANIC
PULL
OPEN
PICK
PLUG
POINT
PUSH
PUT
READ
RELAX
REMOVE
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SAY
SHOOT
SHOW
SIT
SLEEP
SMELL
STAND
TAKE
TASTE
THROW
TOUCH
TURN
TYPE
WAKE
WALK



Appendix D
HITC!-IHIl{ER’S Complaints
HlTCHHlKER'S will complain if you type a sentence
that confuses it completely. HITCHl~llKER'S will
then ignore the rest of the input line. (Unusual
events, such as being attacked, may also cause
HlTCHHlKER'S to ignore the rest of the sentences
you typed, since the event may have changed your
situation drastically.) Some of HITCHHIKER'S's
complaints:

l DON'T KNOW THE WORD "(your word)." The
word you typed is not in the story's vocabulary.
Sometimes using a synonym or rephrasing will help.
If not, HlTCHHIKER'S probably doesn't know the
idea you were trying to get across.

YOU USED THE WORD "(your word)" IN AWAY
THAT I DON'T UNDERSTAND. HITCI-lHlKER'S
knows the word you typed, but couldn't use it in that
sense. Usually this is because I-IITCHHIKER'S
knows the word as a different part of speech. For
example, if you typed PRESS THE LOWER BUTTON.
you are using LOWER as an adjective, but HITCH-
HlKER'S might know LOWER only as a verb, as in
LOWER THE BOOM.

THAT SENTENCE ISN'T ONE I RECOGNIZE. The
sentence you typed may have been gibberish, such
as GIVE TROLL WITH SWORD. Or, you may have
typed a reasonable sentence but used a syntax that
I-IITCHHlKER'S does not recognize, such as SMELL
UNDER THE ROCK. Try rephrasing the sentence.
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THERE WAS NO VERB IN THAT SENTENCE! Unless
you are answering a question, each sentence must
have a verb (or a command) in it somewhere.

THERE SEEMS TO BE A NOUN MISSING IN THAT
SENTENCE! This usually means that your sentence
was incomplete, such as EAT THE BLUE.

THERE WERE TOO MANY NOU NS IN THAT SEN-
TENCE. An example is PUT THE SOUP IN THE BOWL
WITH THE LADLE, which has three noun "phrases,"
one more than HITCHHIKER'S can digest in a
single action.

YOU CAN'T USE MULTIPLE (lN)DIRECl'OB.IECTS
WITH “(your verb) You can use multiple objects
(that is, nouns or noun phrases separated by AND or
a comma) or the word ALL only with certain verbs.
Among the more useful of these verbs are TAKE,
DROP, and PUT. An example of a verb that will not
work with multiple objects is ATTACK; you couldn't
say ATTACK ALL or ATTACK THE ALIEN AND THE
ROBOT.

YOU CAN'T SEE ANY (object) HERE! The item you
referred to was not visible. It may be somewhere
else, inside a closed container, and so on.

THE OTHER OBI ECTIIS) THAT YOU MENTIONED
ISN'T (AREN'T) HERE. You referred to two or more
items in the same sentence, and at least one of them
wasn't visible to you in your present location.

BE SPECIFIC: WHAT DO YOU WANT TO (your verb)?
You used HIM, HER, or IT, but HITCHI-IIKER'S isn't
sure what person or object you meant.

I BEG YOUR PARDON? You pressed the RETURN (or
ENTER) key without typing anything.

IT'S TOO DARK TO SEE! In the story, there was not
enough light to perform your action.

YOU CAN'T GO THAT WAY. There was no passage
or exit in the direction you tried to move.



Appendix E
Sample Transcript and Map
This transcript is not from HITCHHIKER'S, but it
does show most of the things you can do in the story.
It contains several simple puzzles and their solutions,
and it will give you a good idea of how interactive
fiction works. The player's sentences appear in capi-
tal letters after each prompt (‘.:-- ). The map repre-
sents the terrain in the sample transcript as you
might have drawn it.

TABLEwoaufinal
koocenic IJEIE

OUTSIDE Wm-|-W6
gimp LABQFATDKY
max "PM

slow unto-Iooonaeu. st-Is:|.ui~l-’i l
‘TN’-'5 Tb Tao

N

STREET
CORNER

Fkavi ‘I'AJo

2-GET OUT OF THE TAXI
The door is locked.
"Hey, that's four pounds thirty, old chap."
:>GIVE THE FIVE POUND NOTE TO THE DRIVER
"Thanks, chum."
1:» UNLOCK THE DOOR
The taxi door is now unlocked.
:=-GET OUT OF THE TAXI
Street Corner
You are on a slreet corner on Ihe outskirts of London. A
signpost reveals that you are an the corner oi Foamin-
ster and Frobbington. The sidewalk conlinues north and
east. Because oi the heavy traffic here, crossing Ihe
street is out of the question.

;':> WHO AM I
You are Chester Smith, an unemployed granola
salesman.
I» WHAT IS THE OBJECT OF THE GAME?
Well, the superficial object of the game is ta gel to lhe
end of the story and achieve the maximum scare.
The real object of the game is to show a bunch of novices
how interactive fiction works.
:> WALK NORTH
Outside Blood Bank
You are in Ihe middle oi the block on a street Ihal runs
north-south. Immediately to the east is the entrance to
a massive granite (Footnote 9) building. Next to the
entrance is a sign and a doorbell.
::=- FOOTNOTE 9
Well, concrete actually. We wanted a granite building
for the story, but we couldn't afford it because construct-
ing that giant spaceship for the Aldebaran Battle scene
look such a big bite out oi the budget. But the concrete
I5 covered vviI'h a plastic veneer that does LOOK a lat
like granite.
2:» READ THE SIGN
“OUTSKIRTS OF LONDON BLOOD BANK: We pay
£30 for a pint of blood. Painless, takes only an hour.
Ring doorbell ior admittance."
:> EAST
The Blood Bank door is closed.
31> OPEN IT
It's locked.
';> RING THE DOORBELL
You already did that, didn't you?
:=- NO
I think you're wrong. I'm a computer, so I have a really
terrific memory, and I'm almost positive you already
rang the doorbell. Couldn't you be mistaken?
> NO
Hmmm . . . well, I just looked back, and l guess you didn't
ring the doorbell after all. Do you still want lo ring the
doorbell?
:1» YES
The bell rings. A minute later. a stooped man opens the
door and beckons you to enter.
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7:» ENTER THE BLOOD BANK
Waiting Room
This is a dim roorn with exits to the east and west. A nar-
row, winding stair leads downward. The roorn is sparsely
Furnished with several uncomtortoble-looking benches.
There is no one waiting ahead at you. There is o bottle oi
smelling salts here.
The stooped mon sloms the front door and bolts it.
“Please . . . have o seat. It will only be severol . ..
minutes." He exits to the east.
:=- SIT DOWN
Whot do you wont to sit down on?
PTHE BENCH
You are now sitting on the bench.
:> ENJOY THE BENCH
Easier said thon done, considering how hard and
uncomtortoble the bench is.
I:-TAKE THE BOTTLE OF SMELLING SALTS
You con't reach it trom the bench.
>flANDUP
You are on your own teet agoin.
:=-TAKE THE BOTTLE OF SMELLING SALTS
Your load is too heavy.
> INVENTORY
You hove:

a brietcose
a suit
it looks like the suit contains:

a ten-ground note
a grope it

';:=~ OPEN THE BRIEFCASE
Opening the brietcose reveols an array ot granola
somples.
::=- DROP THE GRAPEFRUIT THEN TAKE THE BOTTLE
OF SMELLING SALTS
Dropped.
Taken.
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‘> WAIT
After all, whot"s o waiting room tor? Time passes . . .
The stooped man enters, pushing a wheelbarrow tull oi
bones. You're no expert on the subject, but they sure
don't lools like chicken bones. He spills the bones down
the winding stairway.
> WEST
The tront door is closed.
':=- OPEN THE DOOR
Which door do you meon, the tront door or the labore-
tory door?
:> FRONT
It's bolted.
::=- LOOK
Waifing Room
This is a dim room with exits to the east ond west. A nor-
row, winding stoir leods downward. The room is sparsely
furnished with severol uncomfortable-looking benches.
There is no one waiting ahead at you.
There is o gropelruit here.
The stooped mon is here. pushing a wheelbarrow.
13> STOOPED MAN, OPEN THE FRONT DOOR
"Who are you calling stooped? I've got a name you
know-Igor.”
‘:=- IGOR, OPEN THE FRONT DOOR
lgor chuckles. “Don't be nervous. It's completely. . .
painless. There's nothing to worry about.”
Ir» IGOR, WHAT ABOUT TH E BONES?
“Oh! Um, they're iust . . . take bones . . . we use tor the
. . . anatomy class on Wednesdays!"
A gaunt man emerges from the doorway to the eost.
"Igor, bring in the next subiect.“ He exits.
> BREAK DOWN THE STREET DOOR
This results in a very sore shoulder.
"It you'll iust. . . step this way," says Igor, producing a
cattle prod.
> DON'T WALK EAST
You brovely hold your ground. Igor pokes you with the
prod. You Feel less brave.



In-WALK EAST :>OPEN THE MAILBOX
Laboratory Opening the small mailbox reveals a leatlet.
This is an even dimmer room filled with strange appa- ;_-_.. |NVENTQRy
ratus. A rson-sized table tills the center at the room. y h :
The madprfcienfist is here, rubbing his hands. D: b';';:w._._e
l9°" mien behhd ‘t’°“ “ml l°¢k5 lhe d°°"- It looks like the brietcose contains:
1'> DON'T PANIC an array at granola samples
You try your best. You tail. o suit
“The table . . . please lie down . . . on the table," says lt looks like the suit contains:
Igor, fondling the prod. a ten-pound note
> LIE DOWN on THE TABLE <= boflls Qt smelling win
You are now lying on the table. The mad scientist 3» SMELLTHE SMELLING SALTS
shackles your wrists and ankles. it smells iust like the lid at a bottle at smelling salts.
12> MAD SCIENTIST, LET ME GO :> OPEN THE BOTTLE
"Who are you calling mad? They called me mad at Opened.
Orterd s'==¢- but "" $h<=w"1sm!" >-SMELLTHESMELLING sms
Tl?“ mud 5¢l'*‘-§"ll5l P*°d“P?5 P hYP°d‘E-‘"f"l'5 "eedle filled The smell is overpowering. Your surroundings blur and
with o bubbling green Fluid. He slowly inserts the needle grow indisfind _ __
into your arm. Everything becomes dork and fuzzy. .. Lubo,-mun,
:=- LOOK Sitting on the table are:
Everything is dank and fuzzy. some bones ‘
:> NORTH §t11ng on your workbench us:
Ii you recall, you passed out a tew moves ago. P b°hYF;:dPTmlF "eedle
:=-DIAGNOSE °
It you recall, you passed out a few moves ago. J-"=*YlGOR,slEEti.:'t(L|')‘VE T:-IE B?hN:ESb| "Th I th
>LOOK AT ME es, ma er. QOl'CBt3l"'S e o e. eresono er
Even/‘hi is dark and {U subiect waiting outside.

"9 H’ 3:-IGOR ammo IN THE NEXTSUBJECT;=-WAIT "Yes
Timepasses... _}WHOAM|

The luzzlness clears‘ and you find Yourself in U slmnge You are Baron von Edelstein the “Mad Professor atl ' . H‘ 'new ocatlon Oxfod
> LOOK
West ot House
You are standing in an open field west at a white house,
with a boarded Front door.
There is a small mailbox here.
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3- EXAMINE THE HYPODERMIC NEEDLE
It is filled with a bubbling green fluid. Your identity
transter serum.
2- READ TH E BOOK
(taking the book first)
The book is entitled "Who's Who in interactive fiction
Sanfle Transcripts." It would take hours and hours to
rea the whole thing; perhaps you"d like to consult the
book about o specific individual?
> CONSULT THE BOOK ABOUT ME
The entry about Boron van Edelstein reads, "A minor
and poorly developed character in the HlTCHHlKER'S
sample transcript."
Igor prods the subject into the room and onto the table.
> INJECT THE SUBJECT WITH THE SERUM
You're not holding the hypodermic needle.
t:- TAKE THE HYPODERMIC NEEDLE
Taken.
12> INJECT THE SUBJECT WITH THE SERUM
The subject, whom you torgot to shackle to the table,
pushes you away. In the ensuing struggle, you acciden-
tally iniect yourself with the serum. Lights whirl around
your head. Especially red, yellow, and green lights. The
lights slow down and finally stop whirling, and you real-
ize that. . .
Your taxi is stopped at a tratfic light. lt’s been an hour
since your last tare. Suddenly, someone pulls open the
door and slides into the back seat. "Corner at Frob-
bington and Foominster, please.”
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Appendix F
We’re Never Satisfied
Here at Infocom, we take great pride in the quality of
our products, although all things being equal we'd
rather lie on the beach than fix "bugs." However,
even after our stories are “out the door," we're con-
stantly irnproving, honing and perfecting.

Your feedback is important. No matter how much
testing we do, it seems that some“bugs"never crawl
into view tmtil thousands of you begin doing all those
wild and crazy things to the story. If you find a
"bug," or if you think a certain puzzle was too hard
or too easy, or if you have some other suggestion, or
if you'd just like to tell us your opinion of the story,
drop us a note! We love every excuse to stop work-
ing, and a letter from you is just such an excuse!
Write to:

lnfocom, lnc.
125 CamhridgePark Drive
Cambridge. MA 02140
Attn: MARVIN

Appendix G
IfYou Have Technical Problems
You can call the lnfocom Technical Support Team to
report "bugs" and technical problems, but not for
hints to solve puzzles, at (517) 576-3190. If your disk
develops a problem within 90 days after purchase,
we will replace it at no chaage. Otherwise, there is a
replacement fee of $5.00 .5. currency}. If you call
to report a "bug," please provide your release num-
ber, which you can find by typing VERSION. Please
return your registration card if you'd like to be on our
mailing list and receive our newsletter, THE NEW
ZORK TIMES.



Appendix H
Author Biographies
Douglas Adams. Douglas Adams graduated from
Cambridge u11974, where he was an active member
of the Footlights Club, which has launched the ca-
reers of many of Britain's great comics. He has col-
laborated on several projects with Monty Python's
Graham Chapman, and has served as a writer and
script editor for the TV series “Dr. Who." THE
HITCH!-llKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY began
in 1978 as a BBC radio serial, and its popularity soon
propelled it into four books, a television series, two
records, and a stage show. Adams has the distinction
of being the number one entry (thanks to alphabeti-
cal order) in the "British Guide to Tall Zany Comic
Science Fiction Writers," where his entry reads
"Mostly harmless."
Steven Meretzky. Steven Meretzky was born in
mid-1957, frightening the Soviet Union into the early
launching of its Sputnik satellite. Meretzky's gestalt
was shaped by a number of painful childhood experi-
ences, including rooting for the New York Mets. He
blames his interactive fiction on a combination of
growing up in Yonkers and studying at MIT. (We use
“studying” in the most general sense.) Meretzky
has never been a rutabaga farmer, and believes that
eating granola is a decision that should be left to the
individual ‘s conscience. Meretzky now lives near
Boston, and has been working for lnfocom since
1982 as an experimental alternative lifest le to un-
employment. He apologizes for PLANE'IiFALL" and
SORCERER.“

Appendix I
Copyright and Warranty Information
Limited Warranty
This software product and the attached instructional materials are sold
"AS IS," without warranty as to their performance . The entire risk as
to the quality and performance of the computer soft ware program is
assumed by the user.

However. to the original purchaser of a disk prepared by Infocom and
carrying the Infocom label on the disk jacket. lnfocom. Inc, warrants
the medium on which the program is recorded to he free from defects in
materials and faulty worl-tmanship under normal use and service for a
period of ninety (Elli) days from the date of It during this pe-
riod a defect on the medium should occur. the medium may he retumed
to lnfocom. Inc. or to an authorized lnfocom. Inc. dealer. and lnfocom.
Inc. will replace the medium without charge to you. ‘tiour sole and exclu-
sive remedy in the event of it defect is ertpressly limited to replacement
of the medium as rovided above.

THE ABOVE ISARRANTIES FOR GOODS ARE IN l.lEI.-'= OF ALI.
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPIJEIJ, OR STA'l'U'I‘ORY, INCI.IlIl-
ING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO, Ah-l'i' IMPLIED WARRANTIES OI-'
ll-'fERCHANTABILl'I“t'ANI) I-'I'I'NESS FOR A PARTICLlI.AR PUR-
POSE AND OF ANY OTHER WARRANTY OBLIGATION ON THE
PART OF INFOCOM. INC. Lil NO EVENT SHALL INFOCOM, INC.
OR ANYONE EI.SE WHO HAS BEEN L\Pv'OL\='El.l IN THE CREA-
TION Ahl[) PROIJUCTION OF THIS COIIIPLITER SOI-"I'lA-‘ARE
PROGRAM BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT. SPECIAL, OR CONSE-
QUENTIAL I}Ah-IAGES. SUCH AS. BUT NOT Lllt-IITEI) TO. LOSS
OFANTICIPATEIJ PROFITS OR BENEFITS RESIILTINO FROM
THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM. OR ARISING OUT OF ANY
BREACH OF TIIIS WARRAl*iT‘i'. SOME STATES HO NOT AI.Lt.Wt'
THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAI. OR COI\’Sl'I-
QUENTIAI. IIAMAGES. SO THE ABOVE LIl'l-IITA’l'lOl\l IHIAT NOT
APPLY TO YOU .

I'~l.B. After the warranty period, a defective Int'ocon1 disk may be
returned to lnfocom. Inc. with a check or money order for $5.tltl
lU.S. currency} for replacement.
Copyright
The enclosed software product is copyrighted and all rights are
reserved by lnfocom. Inc. lt is published exclusively by lnfocom. Inc.
The distribution and sale of this product are intended for the use of the
original purchaser only and for use only on the computer system spe-
cified. Lawful users of this program are hereby licensed only to read the
proglarrt from its medium into memory of a computer solely for the
purpose of ertecutiltg the pmgram. Copying leitcept Ior one backup
copy on those systems which provide for it- see Reference Cardl, du-
plfiicaéing, selling, or otherwise distributing this product is a violation of
I E W.

This manual and all other documentation contained herein are copy-
righted and all rights reserved by lnfocom. Inc. These documents may
not. in whole or in part, be copied, photocopied, reproduced, trans-
lated, or reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable lorm
without prior written consent from lnfocom. Inc.

Willful violations of the Copyrigfht Law of the United States can result
in civil damages oi ulp to $50.(|IDtJ in addition to actual damages. plus
criminal penalties o up to one year imprisonment antltor sto,ooo fine.
PLA.'*iETFALL and SORCERER are trademarks of lnfocom. Inc-
THE HITCH}-IIl'{ER'S (iI.'II'.tE TO THE O."tl..*'l3i‘1' is a trademark ul
Douglas Adams.
Based on the novel THE HlTL'HHlI'{ER'S GIJIIIE TOTIIE tiAl.AIli‘|'
=i-T1 19?9 Douglas Adams.

1984 lnfocom. Inc.
Printed in Il.S.A.
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